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Introduction

We investigate the Affective-Aesthetic Potential (AAP), a psy-
cholinguistic word measure meant to represent the beauty of
words (Jacobs 2017). Jacobs and Kinder (2020) show that the
average AAP value predicts how well readers like passages in no-
vels. In this paper, we investigate the AAP's potential in the con-
text of a corpus ca. 11.000 Dutch-language fiction books for which
we have text and sometimes reviews and ratings.

The AAP was introduced by Jacobs (2017). At the basis of its
computation are two lists of 62 seed words (positive and negative).
The AP represents the semantic distance to the seed words. Jacobs
presents the seed words as 'tentative' but apparently, they have not
been revised since. The SentiArt framework (Jacobs 2019, Jacobs
and Kinder 2020) expands on this approach. Here, a vector space
model is computed using word2vec. From seed words, values are
computed for various (approximations of) psycholinguistic varia-
bles. We focus on valence and AAP.

We present some computational experiments around valence
and AAP in the context of our corpus. All reported results are ten-
tative; we will recompute them before the conference with a larger
corpus of books and reviews.

Computation of AAP and Valence
ratings

We compute SentiArt valence and AAP values as follows:

• We use word2vec to create word embeddings from the com-
plete text of our novels (931M words).

• We translate the AAP seed words into Dutch.
• We compute AAP values following Jacobs and Kinder

(2020).

Our data are available at: https://github.com/impact-and-fic-
tion/putting-to-test-aap.

SentiArt-predicted vs. empirical va-
lues of valence

Jacobs gives valence and AAP values for Dutch words. We test 
SentiArt's usability by comparing Jacobs' valences with those es-
tablished empirically by Moors et al. (2013) and with the words 
in the LiLaH sentiment lexicon (Ljubešić et al. 2020).

Figure 1. The SentiArt valence and Moors et al. valence scores of individual
words.

Figure 1 presents the SentiArt valences with corresponding
scores from Moors et al. The correlation is substantial (0.70).
However, there are many words with a low score on one scale
but high on the other. The results on the LiLaH lexicon (Figure 2,
not discussed here) are similar. Further study is needed to find out
what this might mean in application scenarios.
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Figure 2. Distribution of SentiArt scores for 4490 words in the LiLaH dataset,
differentiated by their binary valence in LiLaH.

AAP values based on Wikipedia
corpus vs. values based on literary
corpus

Jacob's Dutch AAP values were computed on Wikipedia word
embeddings. We use word embeddings based on our novel corpus.
Figure 3 shows that the embeddings based on novels give a larger
amplitude of scores than those based on Wikipedia, suggesting
that in novels, much of the vocabulary is more associated with
emotion words than in Wikipedia. This provides a good reason
to work with the book embeddings-based variables in our further
analyses.

Figure 3. SentiArt AAP scores based Wikipedia (Y-axis) and on our novels.

Relation of AAP to valence over the
course of a single work of fiction

Many of the AAP seed words are clearly related to valence (e.g.
good, bad). It is to be expected that valence and AAP values are
closely aligned. To test this, we plot both over the course of one
novel (Figure 4). It appears both constructs are very similar indeed
(correlation 0.85). We will look further into the locations where
the AAP and valence patterns differ.

Figure 4. Moving averages of AAP and (SentiArt-based) valence.

Correlation between book level
AAP and user ratings

Jacobs and Kinder (2020) report that AAP values for segments
of a long story predict liking by readers. We investigate whether
this relation still exists at the book level, by computing the corre-
lation between book-level averaged AAP and readers' ratings, for
books for which we have both text and reviews (670 books). We
use the 'Lens' method described by Jacobs and Kinder.

The correlation is -.11, and therefore weakly negative, contrary
to our expectation. Figure 5 plots the values.
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Figure 5. Average rating vs. average AAP value per book. The size of each dot
represents the number of reviews.

There are a number of potential explanations for the absence of
a relationship. Are only the last sections of the book important?
Are ratings cognitive rather than affective? Should we control for
genre? Should we look at fractal-based patterns (Gao et al. 2016)?
We will come back to this at the conference.

Correlation between book level
AAP and stylistic impact

As AAP should be particularly sensitive to the aesthetic com-
ponent, we compute the correlation between book-level averaged
AAP and the stylistic impact expressed in user reviews for that
book (Boot and Koolen 2020).

Figure 6. Average stylistic impact vs. average AAP value per book (n=670).

We plot the result in Figure 6. We find no significant correlation
(r = 0.08, p = 0.14). We look for explanations based on a.o. the
suggestions above.

Discussion and conclusion

Based on our results up to now we can say that the AAP repres-
ents an interesting approach to the study of literary response, but
more work is needed. Apart from what we already noted above
this includes:

• As indicated by Jacobs & Kinder (2020), the AAP methodo-
logy is not designed for long texts. We should look deeper
into what AAP can do for longer text.

• AAP values are based on lists of positive and negative seed
words. Does it make sense that words with a large negative
AAP value neutralize ones with large positive values? Do po-
sitive and negative affects cancel out each other in literary
texts? This is especially relevant given the somewhat arbi-
trary definition of AAP in Jacobs (2017).

• Following Jacobs, we have used only words in the top and
bottom percentiles of the AAP value range (the "Lens" me-
thod). However, the impact of this choice needs to be investi-
gated both empirically and analytically.
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